This easygoing Marauder not only shone in the realm of academics this year, but they also acted as a unifying force for the sophomore class. Accepting and approachable, this Marauder makes her classmates feel comfortable and heard because they lead by example. This Marauder is patient, tolerant, and very fun to be around. They shine on the field and the court, as well as in the classroom.

This Marauder of the Month has an efficacious, can-do attitude and their enthusiasm is contagious! In math, this Marauder is always the first one to take the lead and motivate their classmates. This student manages to find something positive about every topic we have covered, even the more challenging ones. Few students approach new math concepts with such an open mind, and it is just wonderful to see someone tackle the challenges that math offers with such zeal.

This Marauder has found recognition in multiple ways this year: from selection to the 2021 HS Soccer Coaches All State team and a nod from the 2022 HS Basketball Coaches, to attending the Vermont State STEM Fair (and being awarded a summer science program scholarship), as well as representing Northfield as one of our HOBY attendees. They have also contributed to the greater school community as our student rep for the PMSD scheduling team which came, in part, through her English project “Making Changes at NMHS.”

We are delighted to wrap up the year by recognizing Emma Korrow as the sophomore Marauder of the Month.